(2) The Constitution itself, its framing, the history and principles upon which it is based, its ratification, the Federalist Papers, Anti-Federalist writings, and the Bill of Rights;
(3) The historical development of political theory, constitutional law, and civil liberties as related to the Constitution;
(4) Interpretations of the Constitution by the Supreme Court and other branches of the federal government;
(5) Debates about the Constitution in other forums and about the effects of constitutional norms and decisions upon American society and culture; and
(6) Any other subject clearly related to the framing, history, and principles of the Constitution.

(c) If a master’s degree program in which a Fellow is enrolled requires a master’s thesis in place of a course or courses, the Fellow will have the option of writing the thesis based on the degree requirements. The preparation of a master’s thesis should not add additional required credits to the minimum number of credits required for the master’s degree. If a Fellow must write a thesis, the topic of the thesis must relate to subjects concerning the framing, principles, or history of the United States Constitution. If the Fellow can choose between two degree tracks, a thesis track or a non-thesis track, the Foundation in general requires the non-thesis track.

§ 2400.45 Special consideration: Junior Fellows’ Plan of Study.

Applicants for Junior Fellowships who seek or hold baccalaureate degrees in education are strongly encouraged to pursue master’s degrees in history or political science. Those applicants who hold undergraduate degrees in history, political science, government, or any other subjects may take some teaching methods and related courses, although the Foundation will not pay for them unless they are required for the degree for which the Fellow is matriculated. The Foundation will review each proposed Plan of Study for an appropriate balance of subject matter and other courses based on the Fellow’s goals, background, and degree requirements.

§ 2400.46 Special consideration: second master’s degree.

The Foundation may award Senior Fellowships to applicants who are seeking their second master’s degrees providing that the applicants’ first master’s degree was obtained at least three years prior to the year in which the applicants would normally commence study under a fellowship. In evaluating applications from individuals intending to pursue a second master’s degree, the Fellow Selection Committee will favor those applicants who are planning to become American history, American government, social studies, or political science teachers after having taught another subject and applicants whose initial master’s degree was in a subject different from that sought under the second master’s degree.